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VIEW

A Semi-Vegan

EDITOR'S

They say you
can’t be a little bit
pregnant. You’re all
in or you’re not. I
suspect true devotees of a vegan diet
have the same philosophy. I’m in the
“it’s-possible-to-bea-little-bit-pregnant
Tim Linden
camp”…at least as
far as the diet is concerned.
For the past five years -- like much of coastal
America – my diet has changed considerably.
Cheeseburgers and fries have been a rarity; I haven’t
had a donut in years; salads are my preferred luncheon fare; and chicken and fish have provided the
By Tim Linden vast majority of my protein intake. For dinner, we
have vegetarian main dishes at least three nights
out of five. Friday and Saturday dinners are always
different as going out or bringing in is usually on
the menu.
But times they are a changin’. Today, the 26th
of January marks my one-month anniversary of being a semi-vegan. My eyes began to be opened in
late December when I drove over to Sacramento
to watch a basketball game with a couple of longtime produce industry friends. We started talking
about a diet that sprang from studies dealing with
“The Blue Zones.” In a nutshell, there are about a
half dozen places on earth where the average life
expectancy is about 10 years longer than the norm.
These places have been called Blue Zones. As I
dined on Filet Mignon at Morton’s Steak House
(not my choice) with my two carnivorous friends,
we discussed the particulars of the diet. There have
been many studies of these Blue Zones, which are
geographically diverse giving these long-living inhabitants access to equally diverse foods. One thing
they have in common, however, is that the diets are
largely plant-based. In fact, within these Blue Zones,
specific diets have changed over the years, for one
reason or another, but the reliance on plant-based
food has been the constant. The residents of these
zones basically practice a semi-vegan diet. Meat,
poultry, fish and dairy typically account for about
20 percent of their volume intake on a daily basis.
Plant-based foods account for about 70 percent of
their intake. In the United States, plant-based foods
only account for about 15 percent of our diet.
As our discussion at Morton’s evolved, the
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food documentary “What the Health” entered the
conversation. This 2017 documentary also touts
plant-based diets and attacks health organizations
in the United States (like the American Cancer
Society and the American Diabetes Association)
for recommending foods on their websites that
the movie claims are antithetical to these organization’s titular causes. The documentary states that
food companies with animal-based products and/or
processed foods are huge donors to these organizations, and reasons that diet suggestions are influenced by donations. A perusal of recipes approved
by these organizations offer mixed results. Their
websites show lots of plant-based dishes that are
clearly nutritionally-dense food. There are also many
others that seem questionable. The questionable
recipes recommend things such as low-fat cheddar
cheese for tacos rather than standard cheese or
low-fat yogurt rather than sour cream. It appears
that these organizations approve many recipes that
are “better” for you than a traditional one, but one
would be hard pressed to call them good for you.
The health advocates take more of a cold turkey
approach…pun intended.
As I settled into the Christmas holidays with
my family, I bought one of the Blue Zone books
and downloaded “What the Health”. A few days
before Christmas I read the book and watched the
documentary. On Christmas Eve I announced that I
was going vegan for the month of January. First, of
course, I had to finish out the holidays in gluttonous
fashion and clean out the refrigerator. I figured I’d
start on the traditional day for resolutions, January
1. On Christmas Day, I forced my wife and 17-year
old vegetarian daughter to watch the movie with me.
By that night, they had cleaned out the refrigerator
of all offending foods and we launched our assault
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on our previous eating habits.
It’s a month later, and we are currently semivegan. We have been cooking up a storm and
eating lots of soups, vegetable stews, stir frys with
tofu, avocado toast, vegetarian burgers, rice noodles
and every kind of bean known to man. Last night
we had Icarian Stew, which comes from one of the
Blue Zones, the island of Icaria in Greece. It features
black-eyed peas (a great source of protein) and
many different vegetables.
I say we are semi-vegan because my wife
still likes milk in her coffee and we’ve had fish a
couple of times in the last month. Cheese creeps
into our nightly wine hour about half the time. I
tried the soy-based alternatives but they are a bit
tasteless. Cheese is hard to duplicate. And one
decadent evening we served beef bourguignon to
friends, as well as ice cream for dessert. After all
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we weren’t going to make our friends follow our
new diet choice.
We haven’t noticed a collective weight loss,
and we were all feeling pretty healthy going into
this so there has been no change on that end either.
But we’re having fun and doing more than our fair
share to promote the consumption of fresh fruits
and vegetables. We’ve extended our experiment
through the month of February. We’ve decided
month-to-month extensions are the way to go. We
don’t want to get too far ahead of ourselves.
One notable change is that our food bill has
dropped dramatically. It turns out that beans and
vegetables and fruit and tofu are a lot cheaper than
meat and chicken and fish and dairy. I’ve transferred
the savings to the wine department as I have moved
our regular purchases up one shelf.
Bon appetite!
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EXECUTIVE NOTES

Take the Scenic Route

There are
going to be a lot
of changes at the
Southern California
Expo this year.
Exhibitors
have told us that
they want more
quality time with
senior-level retailers
Carissa Mace
and the Expo Committee heard them. So, we have added a reception
to take place inside Disney’s California Adventure
Park that includes a reception dinner, a private
viewing area for the World of Color show and an
hour of private access to Soarin’ Over the World.
To make sure that these retailers are able to atBy Carissa Mace
tend Expo the next day, the FPFC is even providing
them hotel rooms at the resort. To maximize the
face time exhibitors are able to spend with these
decision makers, exhibitor booths now include four
staff badges, instead of three.
We’re confident that these changes will attract more retailers from more stores both within
California and from other states and regions.
While we want exhibitors to be excited at
the opportunity to have more involved interactions
with senior-level retailers, what retailers have told us
they value about the Expo is access and education
for their store-level employees.
When caught up in the competitive business
of selling your product, it’s easy to dismiss those
front-line Expo attendees as less important, or as
stepping stones on your way to the P.O., but don’t
underestimate the value of those interactions.
When shoppers have a question about a
product—“Should I store this in the refrigerator?”
“Are the lighter colored ones less ripe?” “How can
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I make these last longer?” Or even, “What is this
thing?”—they aren’t calling the executive at corporate; they’re asking the person in the store who
they see every week.
The person in the produce and floral department can be your final sales representative,
the person who can recommend your product
and get customers excited about it. Some time
spent at Expo discussing your newest packaging
and innovative uses helps store-level personnel
understand your product better so they can help
their customers understand it. When consumers
are comfortable with an item, they buy more of it.
In addition, senior-level retailers tell us that
their store personnel return from Expo with lists
of new products, displays and promotions that they
would like to see in their departments. And the executives love this. They know that their department
managers are in a much better position to know
what their shoppers buy and what would appeal to
them. They want that feedback and that’s why many
of them send their personnel to Expo.
Your meeting with produce and floral managers on the Expo floor is an opportunity to showcase
packaging options, POS displays and consumer promotions that they can request for their stores. Not
only can you educate them about your product, but
you can learn about their stores and their customers,
helping you get ahead of the next trend.
Of course, it all leads to the P.O., but there
are many ways
y to get there. Don’t overlook the
scenic route..
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2018 FPFC Calendar of Events
March 24
FPFC DAY AT THE RACES
Santa Anita Park, Arcadia, CA
April 18
FPFC NORTHERN CA EXPO
Alameda County Fairgrounds, Pleasanton, CA
May 2
FPFC SOUTHERN CA
MEMBERSHIP LUNCHEON
Sheraton Cerritos, Cerritos, CA
May 18
FPFC NORTHERN CA
GOLF TOURNAMENT
Wente Vineyards, Livermore CA
June 13
FPFC SOUTHERN CA
MEMBERSHIP LUNCHEON
Sheraton Cerritos, Cerritos, CA
July 17
FPFC SOUTHERN CA EXPO
Disneyland Hotel, Anaheim, CA

August 8
FPFC SOUTHERN CA
MEMBERSHIP LUNCHEON
Sheraton Cerritos, Cerritos, CA

COUNCIL NEWS

The Fresh Produce & Floral Council
Welcomes the Following New Members:

August 22
FPFC SOUTHERN CA
GOLF TOURNAMENT
Tustin Ranch Golf Club, Tustin, CA
September 15
FPFC BOWLING TOURNAMENT
BowlMor Lanes Orange County, Tustin, CA
September 27
FPFC NORTHERN CA
MEMBERSHIP LUNCHEON
Castlewood Country Club, Pleasanton, CA
October 3
FPFC SOUTHERN CA
MEMBERSHIP LUNCHEON
Sheraton Cerritos, Cerritos, CA
December 5
FPFC SOUTHERN CA
MEMBERSHIP LUNCHEON
Sheraton Cerritos, Cerritos, CA

For additional information on FPFC Events, visit our Website at www.fpfc.org or email info@fpfc.org
Ph: (714) 739-0177 Fax: (714) 739-0226
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Vallarta Continues to Up its Game

Focus on Retail

By Tim Linden
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Vallarta’s newest store opened in Pasadena in an area that serves a wide diversity of shoppers.

Vallarta Supermarkets (Carniceria Vallarta)
was founded in 1985 by Enrique Gonzalez Sr. when
he opened the first location in a comfortable 1,000
square foot market in Van Nuys, CA. With the opening of his second store in the city, his five brothers
got involved in the organization and a family business
was launched.
Today there are 50 Vallarta Supermarkets
stretching from near the border with Mexico in
Southern California to Fresno in the north, and it
is still very much a family-owned company with the
original founder still at its helm. The stores dot the
map up and down the bottom half of California.
While Vallarta was established to serve the growing
and increasingly upwardly-mobile Hispanic community, it has crossed over and located new stores
in more diverse neighborhoods. The latest opening
was in Pasadena taking over a spot previously occupied by a more traditional supermarket serving
a wide range of consumers.

Bob Rapp, director of produce at the chain
since 2011, said the Latino community “is still our
focus, but now we have a broader appeal and are
also serving other ethnicities.” Speaking to the
Fresh DIGEST immediately after taking part in the
company’s weekly ad meeting, he said you can see
the expanded scope in the items that turn up in the
ad each week. They are designed to reach a wider
audience. He took note of the new Pasadena store
and said it is located in an area that demographically
is a bit different than a traditional Vallarta location.
The store opened in November and Rapp said it is
exceeding expectations. (The photos on these pages
were all taken at that Pasadena store.)
The chain’s produce director is a veteran
Southern California retailer with deep roots and a
long history with the Fresh Produce & Floral Council. After many years with The Vons Companies, he
changed industry sectors for a while and worked
in the logistics business for several years. Coming
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Like in any supermarket, apples are a big seller.

back to retail, he put in stints at a couple of different independent retailers before finding his niche
at Vallarta. “It was a better fit,” he said, “as it was
growing and attempting to get larger.”
When he joined Vallarta, the goal was to
develop an in-house produce buying operation.
Previously, Vallarta was served by a distributor.
Over a three year period, Rapp built a staff and
developed a buying philosophy. He is proud of the
relatively new staff and excited about the direction
the operation has taken. Rather than just straight
price buyers, he was looking for category managers
who could work with suppliers on replenishment
programs, and find varieties that fit the needs of their
shoppers. He said the mix of youth and experience
in the produce buying office is working very well
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for the chain.
The company relies heavily on growershippers and distributors with day to day buying an
important element in filling their needs. “We do
some contract buying, especially with bananas and
packaged salads and we are looking to do more,”
he said. “We are market driven. We have lots of
suppliers and are doing more and more direct buying with the grower-shippers.”
Rapp noted that Vallarta’s produce buying office is “very, very nimble” and able to take advantages
of value buys when they present themselves. But he
added that the Vallarta shopper is not just a value
buyer. “Quality is number one, followed by price
and selection…and selection is becoming more and
more important.”
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Having a wide variety of produce choices is important to Vallarta shoppers.

He puts Vallarta in the same category as
Northgate, another Southern California retailer
directed at the Hispanic shopper who is looking
for a more upscale shopping experience, and also
striving for crossover shoppers, be it other ethnic
groups or Anglos.
Rapp said a review of the produce department’s top 10 items would not be hugely different
than other stores, however there are some variations. Of course, its many different varieties of chilies
peppers would make the list, but most importantly
would be the sheer volume of each item sold on a
per store basis. Avocados and limes almost fly out
the doors. “There is a big difference. Our shoppers
are big consumers of fresh produce. They haven’t
made the transition to value-added items. They
still buy a lot of raw foods because they do a lot of
cooking at home.”
He reiterates that while these shoppers can
be influenced by price, they are looking for top
quality merchandise…and will pay for it. Produce
is center stage at Vallarta and since it added its produce buying department, Rapp said the size of its
average produce department has grown with more
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wet racks, dry tables and island displays.
The company’s customers are also looking
at organics. Vallarta is deliberately moving in that
direction. “We are learning how to manage it and
working on our ordering strategy. It’s gaining momentum. Everyone is looking at organics and it’s a
point of differentiation we can make versus other
Hispanic-focused retailers.”
The Vallarta Supermarket chain is in a growth
mode, but very controlled growth. Rapp said they
have opened up one or two stores per year for the
past few years, and officials are constantly looking
at new sites and apparently have more ambitious
expansion goals. The company employs approximately 8,000 employees. And its website proclaims
that “Vallarta Supermarkets intends to positively
impact 100 communities by the year 2030. That
means opening new stores at a rate of three locations per year.” That growth rate would double the
size of the chain sometime in the early 2030s.
Rapp said the second generation of the
Gonzales family is getting more involved in the
management of the organization and clearly wants
to make its mark.
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Focus on Avocados
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California’s Large Crop
Joins the Party
By Tim Linden
With an estimated crop almost twice the
size of last year, California has joined the ongoing
avocado party as its growers have been increasing
their shipments over the last two months, and are
expected to remain in the deal through summer.
Meanwhile, Mexico’s shipments to the U.S.
market were quite strong in January on the run-up
to Super Bowl weekend, and are expected to be
more voluminous, on a weekly basis throughout
the next six months, than they were in 2017. In fact,
Mexico is anticipating shipping 1.8 billion pounds of
avocados to the United States in 2018, which would
be a double-digit percentage increase over the 1.6
billion pounds that were shipped in 2017.
After weeks of reviewing the impact of wind
and fire to California avocado groves, the California
Avocado Commission (CAC) announced in late
January that its growers would market about 375
million pounds of avocados this year. The total, despite the ravages of nature in some of California’s
avocado growing regions, is nearly double the yield
of last year’s crop. “The CAC 2018 pre-season
crop estimate of 374.6 million pounds of California avocados means there will be solid volume for

retailers and foodservice operators to work with,”
said Tom Bellamore, California Avocado Commission
president.“Despite some harsh blows from Mother
Nature, California avocado growers are resilient, and
the industry is expecting a good year.”
The California crop has faced serious weather
issues since December of 2017, including major fires
in Riverside, Ventura and Santa Barbara counties.
The Thomas fire, which began on December 4 and
burned more than 280,000 acres in Ventura and
Santa Barbara counties, was the largest wildfire in
recorded California history.Wind and mudslides also
inflicted damage on avocado groves in several different growing districts. However, the final impact on
California avocado volume was relatively limited.
“Many California avocado growers experienced loss, both personal and professional, and our
hearts go out to them. Across the industry, though,
only about 5 percent of the crop was damaged,”
said Bellamore.
To support the 2018 crop, the California
Avocado Commission will continue its Made of
California marketing campaign with new creative
executions. Customized marketing plans for targeted
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customers will be a focus, and CAC has a full slate
of innovative programs in development.
California growers began shipping in January with less than one million pounds each of the
first two weeks and a total approaching six million
pounds for the second half of the month. In February, shipments were expected to continue to rise
reaching about 3.5 million pounds on a weekly basis
by the end of the month. Shipments should continue to increase each week through March.Typically,
April, May and June are the heaviest volume weeks
with supplies typically topping 10 million pounds
per week and even hitting as many as 18 million
pounds in the heaviest weeks when the crop was
of a similar size. Marketing conditions, however, are
largely responsible for the flow of California fruit to
the market on a weekly basis. The Hass Avocado
Board estimates that California will first top 10 million pounds for a week in late March.
For its majority part, Mexico averaged 47 million pounds per week during January. At this writing
in early February, HAB was estimating that Mexico
would send about 40 million pounds per week to
the U.S. market in February and ramp back up to
around 45 million pounds per week in March.
According to HAB’s projection, both Mexico
and California will be increasing shipments in April
with total volume marketed in the United States
expected to be around the 64 million pound mark
for each of the three weeks leading up to Cinco
de Mayo, which has always been one of the top
avocado-consumption periods of the year. If those
numbers prove true, they would easily eclipse any
other three-week period for U.S. avocado consumption in history.
Many people are expressing optimism that
this volume can be consumed in the United States.
Avocados from Mexico once again had a 30-second
ad run during the Super Bowl and built a marketing
campaign around it. AFM President Alvaro Luque
said the advertising program has been designed
to create excitement for the avocado beyond the
Super Bowl. He noted that in 2017, the campaign
created 7.5 billion consumer impression around
the big football game. While Super Bowl advertising is expensive, he said it is a cost-effective way to
reach the size of the audience that is exposed to
the AFM message.
Luque said that the ad and the 360 program
built around it was largely designed to continue the
momentum of avocado sales generated by Super
Bowl weekend.
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Rock the Night Away!
Annual Dinner Dance
Disney’s Grand Californian Hotel
January 27, 2018
Door Prize Sponsors
Jet Setter
MIXTEC Group
Pete’s Living Greens

See It Live
Quebec Distributing Co.

Work on Your Chops
Joe Produce

A Memorable Performance
The Oppenheimer Group
2017 Chair Connie Stukenberg of the California Avocado Commission passes the Gavel to 2018
Chair Alfonso Cano of Lucky

The 2018 FPFC Board of Directors
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The 2017 class of the FPFC Apprentice Program was recognized at Dinner Dance

Event Sponsors
Name Badges
Westlake Produce Company
VIP Reception
Consolidated West Distributing
Specialty Cocktail Bar
Pura Vida Farms
Party Favors
QSI Produce
Band
California Avocado Commission
West Pak Avocado, Inc.
General Reception
Pear Bureau Northwest

Couples Photos
Progressive Produce, LLC
WJL Distributors
Centerpieces
Avocados from Mexico
Event Video Sponsor
Kern Ridge Growers
After Dinner Mints
The Giumarra Companies
Event Signage
Legacy Farms
Coffee Bar
Beachside Produce, LLC
Invitations
Legacy Farms
Ready Pac Foods
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Wine Corkage
DLJ Produce
Table Tents
Fresh Gourmet Company
Registration Area
Litehouse Foods
Awards
B & C Fresh Sales
Photographer
North Shore Living
Coat Check
IFCO Systems
Centerpieces Designed By
Delta Floral Distributors, Inc.
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Sheryl Salazar and Lee Groon of Albertsons
Michelle and Sean McClure, Ready Pac Foods

Grand Prize Winner of $20,000
Glen Bezanson
Greenhouse Produce Co., LLC
Sold By: Roger Schroeder

Dale Liefer of Pura Vida Farms presented Roger Schroeder with his lifetime membership and
Honorary Past Chair mantle.
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Natalie and Randy Machado practiced their licks with a game of Guitar Hero.
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Two Cash Prize Winners of $2,500
Washington Lettuce & Veg. Co.
Sold By: Scott Leimkuhler

Joel Rudnick
Green Wave
Sold By: Roger Schroeder

Maryam Nikkhah of Pete’s Living Greens cuts a rug with Dennis Krondak of Northgate
Gonzalez Markets.

Karen Caplan, Frieda’s Specialty Produce, with Jim Leach, The
Oppenheimer Group

Two Cash Prize Winners of $1,000
J.R. McDaniel
McDaniel Fruit Co.
Sold By: Roger Schroeder

Tommy Johnson

Vicki and Kent Kuwata of Smart & Final with Lynette Berk and Therese Ferrara of Preferred
Sales

Umina Bros.
Sold By: Marty Craner
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Bobby Harada and George
DeCasas of Stater Bros. Markets

Graduating FPFC Apprentices Jim Leach, The Oppenheimer Group; David Guzman,
Family Tree Produce; Johannah Rosario, Ready Pac Foods (standing); and Blair
Butterworth, Grimmway Farms

Dan Acevedo of
Green Fruit Avocado
with Brad Martin of
Perimeter Sales and
Merchandising
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Jeffrey McClellan, Martha Urias
and Vanessa Ochoa of QSI
Produce

FRESH DIGEST

Greg Corrigan, Raley’s
Supermarkets and Lisa Davis
with Wali and Marvin Quebec,
Quebec Distributing Co.

Door Prize Winners

Party Like a Rockstar

Gerardo Soto, Silvia Vidal,
Anastasia Barrios & Julie Boland

Legends of Rock
Carole Spezzano
Sold By: Kelly Craner

Ready Pac Foods
Sold by: Sean McClure

On the Cover of the Rolling Stone
Lisa McNeece

Rock On!

Larry Fowler
Always Transport
Sold By: Andrew Bivens

Grimmway Farms
Sold By: Blair Butterworth

See it Live

Sponsored by Quebec Distributing Co.

Jet Setter

Audrey Dunne

Sponsored by Pete’s Living Green & MIXTEC Group

Apio, Inc.
Sold By: Kent Kuwata

Ramon Chavarria

Green Mood Fresh
Sold By: Nancy Betancourt

Work on Your Chops
Sponsored by Joe Produce

It’s All About the Sound

Rob Weiden

Carlos Preciado

Calavo Growers
Sold By: Roger Schroeder

Melissa’s/World Variety Produce
Sold By: Alfonso Cano

A Memorable Performance
Sponsored by The Oppenheimer Group

Cindy Alarcon

Domex Marketing
Sold By: Andrew Bivens
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Baltazar and Patricia Garcia of Pete’s Living Greens

Dan McGrath of Robinson Fresh (second from left) with Raul and Bea Gallegos of Melissa’s Produce and Maria and Dan Acevedo of Green Fruit Avocado

To see more photos, search #FPFCDD18 or visit us on Facebook at facebook.com/FPFCorg
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PMA’s Cathy Burns Discusses Consumer Trends...
...And Their Impact on the Industry
By Tim Linden

While fruits and vegetables, food in general
and plant-based diets are all on-trend currently, Produce Marketing Association President Cathy Burns
said more forward-thinking marketing is needed to
capitalize on these consumer desires.
She was the keynote speaker at the Fresh
Produce & Floral Council’s Southern California
Membership Luncheon meeting on February 7 in
Cerritos at the Sheraton Hotel. She said being on
trend is not enough. The industry has to use its
advantageous position to connect with consumers.
“This is not a ‘nice to have’, it is a ‘have to have’.”
During her 50-minute talk as the featured
speaker, Burns discussed a plethora of issues under
the general heading of commenting on how trends
are impacting the fresh produce industry. She covered a number of areas including technology, talent,
the retail and foodservice environment, consumer
trends and the changing culture that we live it.
Advances in technology are impacting every
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part of the industry from field to fork with new
inventions promising to impact every link in the
food chain. Speaking of robotics and ar tificial
intelligence, Burns said there are opportunities
for technology to make the production end more
efficient, effective and safe. As she did throughout
her talk, she circled back and discussed how PMA
is dealing with this trend. The association is holding
technology seminars from coast to coast and also
has technology white papers on its website helping
the industry adapt to change.
Talent is another area where PMA is making a
concerted effort in 2018 to expand its involvement
in this arena. Burns said PMA has focused much of
its efforts in recent years in attracting new people
to the industry and developing strong leaders from
within the industry. She said another important
aspect is employee retention and the association’s
talent management programs are focusing more
attention on that critical element this year. She said

Focus on the Council

Mike Casazza, FreshSource, LLC with Guest Speaker Cathy Burns of PMA and Master of Ceremonies Paul Kneeland of Gelson’s Markets
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Cathy Burns, CEO of the Produce Marketing Association, addressed trends that are changing the fresh produce and ﬂoral industry

surveys reveal that 75 percent of employees are
passive job seekers, looking for a better opportunity
to come along. With millennials expected to be
50 percent of the workforce by 2020 and Gen Z
members fast on their heels, more effort has to be
made to tap into their collective mindset. Those
generations are very interested in company culture
when picking their places of employment.
With regard to retail and foodservice trends,
Burns said the landscape is changing quickly. Supermarkets are looking at smaller footprints and
everyone is wondering how Amazon’s entry into
brick and mortar retailing will alter the world of
shopping. The biggest irritant to grocery shoppers
remains the checkout line, which makes Amazon’s
experimental “Go” store, with no checkout stations,
worth watching.
In the foodservice space, food delivery to
homes is a trend that could drastically disrupt the
current norm. Burns said the average person is
consuming their entertainment much differently
than they once did with binge cable viewing coming to the forefront. Along with that trend comes
the desire to eat where you watch, thus making the
home-delivered meal kits an attractive option. Many
companies are getting into this space competing for
customers as most believe the trend has lots more
room for growth.
Burns said fruits and vegetables have a big
opportunity in this area as they are perceived to be
“hip and flavorful.” It is the industry’s responsibility
to deliver on this perceived promise.
Burns said millennials claim they want to cook
at home but the industry has to make it easy for
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them, which is a good explanation as to why meal
kits have become very popular. She said the industry
has to “reclaim, repackage and reposition produce”
to appeal to the desires of this new generation of
shoppers. While the health message is a good one,
she said it alone cannot sell the product.
There is no questioning the huge impact social
media has had on the world, and once again Burns
said this change in culture can be very good for the
food industry. Food is the number one item shared
via social media. People are emotionally connected
to food and inspired by it. She said specific sites,
such as BuzzFeed and Pinterest, have tapped into the
American consumers’ love affair with what they eat
and have capitalized on it. Burns said that in the past
99 percent of food media was created by professional, yet 99 percent of food is created by amateurs.
These sites play to that with their platforms that
encourage sharing of home-cooked meals.
Burns noted that plant-based diets are ontrend, which is obviously another great sign for
the fresh produce industry. “How are we going
to respond to this preference for our products,”
she asked.
She said this is where strategic marketing
comes in to capitalize on what the consumers
already claims to want.
Burns said PMA continues to position itself to
be a conduit for change. She believes “success grows
where connections flourish” and that it is PMA’s
responsibility to create those connection opportunities. She noted the many events and opportunities
the association has to facilitate collaboration among
the various segments of the industry.
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Southern California
Membership Luncheon
February 7, 2018
Thank You Sponsors!

Alfonso Cano of Lucky took the helm as FPFC Chair in January

Key Sponsors

Alex Kim of Robinson Fresh spoke on behalf of the 2017 class of the
FPFC Apprentice Program

California Avocado Commission
Hak’s
IFCO Systems
TCR Industries/Grow Green Industries

Associate Sponsors
Apio, Inc.
Bing Beverage
Earthbound Farm
Harvest Sensations
Marzetti
MIXTEC Group
Produce Marketing Association
Taylor Farms Retail, Inc.

Paul Kneeland, Gelson’s
Markets, with Cathy Burns,
PMA and Alfonso Cano,
Lucky

FEBRUARY / MARCH 2018
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Photo Sponsor
North Shore Living

Décor Sponsor
Kent’s Bromeliad Nursery, Inc.

Master of Ceremonies Paul Kneeland
of Gelson’s Markets congratulates
Bill Brooks of Westlake Produce
Company for his door prize win

Dennis Krondak of
Northgate Gonzalez
Markets catches up with
Greg Welch and Dan
McGrath of Robinson Fresh

Jeffrey McClellan, QSI
Produce, and Maryam
Nikkhah, Pete’s Living
Greens
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Hector Mejia, Ruben Marquez and Vicente Zambeda of Fresh Packing Corp.

Networking Social Hour Sponsor
FreshSource, LLC

Phil Grijalva, Fresh Express; Debi Orrin, Evolution Fresh; Ryan Savage, Advantage Fresh; and Steve Chacon, Evolution Fresh

FEBRUARY / MARCH 2018
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Jay Helberg, Leslie Reynoso, Corayama Martinez and Rocio Bandin, Valley Produce

Rachelle Schulken of Renaissance Foods with Kraig Loomis, Scott Leimkuhler, Tyler Lance and Sean Barganski of Progressive Produce, LLC at the Post-Event
Networking Social Hour sponsored by FreshSource, LLC

To see more photos, search #FPFCLunch or visit us on Facebook at facebook.com/FPFCorg
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Organic Produce Sales Approach $5 Billion

FEBRUARY / MARCH 2018

topped $586 million in 2017, with volume up 22
percent from last year. Organic apple and banana
volume increased 11 and 17.5 percent respectively
last year, while the average retail prices for each
category went down 8 and 3 percent.
“What’s most impressive about these two
categories is the growth they were able to achieve
in organic despite stagnant or declining conventional
fresh produce sales. This also highlights that even
the most mature categories have opportunity to
grow the consumer base and sales through an
organic offering,” said Matt Seeley, co-founder and
CEO of Organic Produce Network. “Not many
product groups can claim double-digit growth in
today’s competitive environment which reinforces
the power and importance of organic produce.”
Rounding out the top five was double-digit
growth from organic fresh produce beverages and
the herb and spices segment.
“Potatoes, grapes and citrus all rank in the top
10 for conventional sales but fail to crack the top 10
in organic sales, which shows that some categories
still have opportunity for an increased market presence,” said Matt Lally, an associate director at Nielsen.
“Understanding and setting pricing strategies between conventional and organic varieties is critical
for success. People will pay a premium for organic,
but at some point they will trade to conventional
or out of the category all together.”

Focus on Organics

Buoyed by strong consumer demand, sales
of organic fresh produce items reached nearly $5
billion in 2017, an 8 percent increase from the previous year, according to data released by the Organic
Produce Network (OPN) and Nielsen. Overall,
nearly two billion pounds of organic produce were
sold in grocery stores last year, which is a 10 percent
volume increase from 2016.
Partnering with Nielsen, OPN’s review of
2017 organic fresh produce sales at retail stores
across the United States shows dollar sales of
organic fresh vegetables were $2.4 billion, while
organic fresh fruit sales topped $1.6 billion. A near
$1 billion in organic value added produce items
brought total sales to $4.8 billion in 2017.
Overall from last year, 2017 sales of organic
fruit volume and dollar sales were up 12.6 percent
from 2016, while organic fresh vegetables sales
showed a 4 percent increase in dollar sales and a 6
percent increase in overall volume.
Organic packaged salad was again the leading
organic fresh produce item sold last year, approaching $1 billion in sales. Packaged salad still accounts
for one in five organic dollars, but the 2.3 percent
growth rate was below the department average.
The most notable growth occurred within organic fruits, led by the 22 percent increase in organic
berry volume sales. Not far behind was the growth
of bananas and apples. Organic berry sales, which
include strawberries, blueberries and blackberries,
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The Fresh Produce & Floral Council’s

Retirement Dinner
Honoring Roger Schroeder
February 10, 2018

Roger’s family joined the industry to wish him well

Kristen Reid and Emily Fragoso of MIXTEX Group with Roberta Davis Lewis of
ICD/Davis-Lewis Orchards
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Nathan Jenkins, Kellie Dubois and Sean McClure of Ready Pac Foods with Bill Coombs of
DLJ Produce

FRESH DIGEST

Roger Schroeder with Angela Fraser of the California Avocado
Commission

Roger Schroeder with
Roger Schroeder

The Host Committee—Marty Craner, B & C Fresh; Dick Spezzano, Spezzano
Consulting Service; Dale Liefer, Pura Vida Farms; and Jan DeLyser, California
Avocado Commission—prepare to toast Roger

Harland and Lois Heath, Heath & Lejune

DECEMBER 2017 / JANUARY 2018
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TRADE NEWS

Vision Produce and Vision
Import Group End Partnership
Vision Produce Co. in Los Angeles and Vision Import Group, based in Hackensack, NJ, are
now independent entities as they have ended their
partnership. In a joint press release on February
1, the companies announced that APB Inc. dba Vision Produce Company, operating in California and
Arizona, had sold its interest in Vision Import Group,
LLC, operating in New Jersey, Texas and Florida, to
Raul Millan and Ronnie Cohen.
“There are no changes to the ownership of
Vision Produce Company,” said the release. “The
companies have enjoyed a partnership of 10 years
and have decided on independent strategies looking
to the future. This change will create two powerful best in class companies with new independent
focuses.”
Cohen told The Produce News that it was a
friendly split and that the companies will still work
together in the future where there are mutual benefits. “We have always had a strategic partnership,
but now it will be more of a strategic relationship,”
he said. “We will still work together in various capacities when warranted and will always still help
each other.”
Vision Import Group specializes in limes, lemons, mangos and pineapples, and has warehouses in
Pharr, TX, Florida and New Jersey. Vision Produce
Co. handles a wide variety of Hispanic produce
items, tropical fruits and vegetables, and root vegetables, with sales offices in Los Angeles, Phoenix
and Nogales, AZ.

United Fresh 2018
Registration Is Now Open

exhibitors to experience all five targeted expos and
conferences this June in Chicago,” said United Fresh
President & CEO Tom Stenzel. “Our expanded formats will allow industry decision-makers to discover
a total store solution driven by consumers’ desire
for more healthy and better-for-you food options as
well as the technologies and solutions that support
a safe, efficient perishable supply chain. By bringing in
these partners, we help the fresh produce industry
grow in consumer and retail impact, direct sales and
consumption, and of course, profitability.”
United Fresh attendees can experience a
half-day industry leading education on Monday, June
25, where one badge allows access to all education
taking place concurrently. As part of the conference
agenda, attendees also will interact with companies
participating in the Snack Break, showcasing on
trend products to meet today’s consumer lifestyles.
Attendees also will get a glimpse at what’s next in
the University Showcase where leading educational
institutions are bringing new concepts and ideas to
life. Finally, conclude the day by catching up with
friends and peers during the official 2018 Opening
Party kick-off event at Chicago’s Field Museum.
United Fresh will continue to offer two major industry agenda setting and industry accolades
events in the General Session Breakfasts held on
Tuesday and Wednesday morning prior to each
expo day. The Opening General Session Breakfast
will focus on the industry headwinds that challenge
us all, and how we can use them to propel our
businesses forward. The following day, salute the
best-of-the-best at our Retail-Foodservice Breakfast
honoring the top 25 produce managers on the
front lines and chefs excelling in implementing fresh
produce strategies in the kitchen.
Early bird rates for 2018 are available through
May 15. Explore the details, register for the event,
and more by visiting www.unitedfreshshow.org.

Registration has opened for United Fresh
2018 which will be held in Chicago, June 25-27,
in the South Hall of McCormick Place. This year, a
5th event – the SmartFood Expo™ – expands the
show floor opportunities co-located with United
FreshTEC Expo, United FreshMKT Expo, the Global
Cold Chain Expo and the International Floriculture
Expo.
Growing off last year’s success, with expectations to attract 10,000 attendees and more than
700 exhibitors, United Fresh continues to innovate
its education and expo offerings.
“We’re excited to welcome attendees and
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